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Warning: Bass Beware! In-Fisherman's famed Critical Concepts book series now moves to bass,

revealing the secrets to consistently catching more and bigger bass. Inside this must-read book is

the latest information on reading bass structure, the seasonal movements of bass, and

understanding bass activity. There's more on the nature of the bass, bass tournaments,

understanding bass waters and how and why bass relate to cover.
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My boyfriend is beginning to really get into bass fishing. We recently bought a boat, and now it's

fishing, fishing, fishing! So, I decided to buy him some books to help him gain as much knowledge

as possible (he's already pretty savvy). He raves about how great In-Fisherman is, so I thought this

was the perfect series of books for him.I decided to read a lot of the book as well, considering I go

on a lot of these fishing adventures now. The book is VERY in-depth. It is sort of like reading a text

book on fishing...you almost feel like you need a test at the end of every chapter. Extremely

thorough, with great pictures, graphs, and details. This is a great beginner to immediate book on

bass fishing. Even if you have been at it for awhile, you'll still learn a lot of new things.There have

been countless of times since I bought this book that he has actually tried methods of fishing

recommended from it, and was hugely successful! He also knows a lot more about the proper way

to release fish now, which I was glad to know (being a girly animal lover and all). Just a heads-up,

the book has tiny print and it's all black and white. The next two in the series are full-color.Great



book - and I would highly recommend all three in the series!

Great book don't bother getting volume 2 and 3. It literally is a repetition of this one. Really check

out. In pursuit of big bass by bill murphy, and 101 tips for bass fishing by roland martin. By far the

most informative 2 books I've read .

I have purchased Critical Concepts 1, 2 and 3 in this series of books. I have found some great

information in this the first book in the series which has helped me look at things a little more and

then fish a bit better also. As in how the wind works the surface water to influence water currents in

the deep, in coves near shore or out in the middle of it or across points of land as to where fish like

to be. How far the will move and where they move to and stay at times of year broke down into

regions across North America. It is a good book for beginners and old "salts" who may be stuck in

their ways and need to "hook up" to get just that much better at fishing or renewed some basics to

be back in the fish!Real eye opener on the "fish tracking" studies of what bass really do in the water

year round!Reads like a college text books a bit dry at times but great information being

shared!Hope you find this helpful!

This is a good book for beginner level bass fisherman but if you get the ideal of where bass will be

based on time of year and what lures is good for what time of year and how to present your lure i

would not buy, however part 2 and 3 of this book would be excellent for you. I have read all 3 and 2

and 3 helped me the most

This book puts everything you'll ever need to know about bass fishing down on paper. It is the

metaphorical rock which now requires the angler to sand and sculpt to his specific body of water

that he's fishing.

Very informative, good scientific approach to catching more fish. This will help me next spring. Can't

wait to read the sequels.
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